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Benefit Your Members
Taft-Hartley’s most secure, efficient & configurable
benefits administration technology

S

ince 1977, basys has specialized in benefits administration software for the TaftHartley community, providing integrated technology solutions that help trust fund

offices, national multiemployer plans and third party administrators accurately and
efficiently serve millions of members across the US and Canada. Basys software suites,
web-based portals, professional consulting services and application hosting deliver costeffective and reliable health and pension benefits processing, fund office administration,
reporting and member service on a platform built for data security, regulatory
compliance and a lower total cost of ownership.
There are three core product suites in the

organization’s needs. The system is fully

basys benefit administration enterprise,

compliant with HIPAA 5010 and ICD10,

with additional modules and integrations

and can seamlessly automate processing

to address your specific business needs:

of EDI 834, 835 and 837 files with all

FundOfficeXG, the basys Contributions

major trading partners.

and Eligibility accounting suite, can

PensionBenefitsXG can streamline

simplify even the most complicated tasks,

your 401(k), 401(a) and 403(b) plan

including multiemployer health eligibility,

management, as well as track and

hour bank administration, retiree health

process Vacation, Savings, Supplemental

benefits, premium billing and COBRA.

Unemployment, Legal Assistance and

HealthClaimsXG, the basys Claims

other benefits plans. Data exports

administration suite, supports the
management of self-insured, PPO, HMO
and Medicare Supplement plans, as well as
Dental, Vision and Disability claims, and
provides rules-based auto-adjudication
that you can configure based on your
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seamlessly to interface with major
retirement plans like Fidelity, Prudential
and Mass Mutual, so coordinating with
key vendors, modeling retirement options
and providing members a full picture of
their financial options is easier than ever.
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Web Portals

Efficiency & Automation

EmployerXG

InsightXG

Give employers real-time, 24/7 self-

Making sound decisions requires reliable,

service access to their information

easily accessible information. The basys

with tools to report work activity and

analytics and decision-support

make payments when and where they

tool, InsightXG, unlocks the power of your

want with EmployerXG from basys.

data and gives users simple, flexible and

MemberXG
Real-time benefits information your
members can access online anytime,

fast access to real-time reports via an

intuitive, browser-based interactive
dashboard.

from anywhere, even on their

WriterXG

smartphones. Now they can check claims

WriterXG integrates with your basys

status, pension credits, submit required

system, populating letters, statements,

documents, make benefits elections and

forms and more with account-specific

more – without calling the fund office.

data, allowing you to quickly and
efficiently create and send personalized

Security & Compliance
gobasys

documents for a single member or for
thousands of participants or employers.

High-availability, cloud-based application

OperationsXG

hosting with state-of-the-art security

This powerful basys tool securely handles

and redundancy in Taft-Hartley’s first

and automates the setup, initiation and

independently audited SOC 2 Type II-

monitoring of HIPAA 5010 transactions,

certified secure cloud. Be confident that

giving you the power to retrieve, load and

mission-critical systems, data, PHI and

export these transactions even while no

plan rules are protected by the industry’s

one is in the office. Trading Partner

highest level of system availability,

configurations easily accommodate your

performance, integrity and confidentiality.

834, 835 and 837 file layouts and interface

Secure Enhanced Audit Logging

with trading partners’ connection options.

SEAL captures the date and time of every

eFlowXG

change to your system, including a

Automate workflow by routing electronic

snapshot comparing the original data with

tasks to the right staff, eliminating lost or

the changed data, the name of the

destroyed paperwork, improving job

operator/system user who made the

turnaround times and reducing

Ready for a demo?

change, and a reason code where available.

the administrative stresses and costs of

Call us today at

You’ll be able to track most basys system

manual processes. Governed by highly

data fields and view audit trail information

configurable rules YOU control, eFlow

so you’ll always know who is accessing or

jobs consistently follow your own

changing your data.

established best practices.

410.850.4900 or email
accountexecs@basys.com
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